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Introduction
Whenever a pussy appears on camera some sparks are sure to fly.  But at Wired Pussy, this is taken to
the extreme because pussies are literally wired up and zapped with electricity!  There's a great mix of
bondage and humiliation that any hardcore BDSM fan will enjoy, and enough lesbian strap on sex that
will appeal to the crossover lezdom porn crowd.  So step right up but watch that step, because this is
hardcore porn served up with a jizz-busting jolt!

Adult Review
Technology is getting more advanced every day, but not just strides made in renewable energy resources, many advances are
also coming in technology that will advance the world's oldest profession: the sex industry!
  
  Wired Pussy is a hardcore site that's rooted in role play and girl on girl bondage where old school devices like cattle prods
and electrodes are put to modern day porn use. But don't worry, because there's plenty of good old-fashioned strap on action
as well!
  
  And don't worry about raising your energy bill, because a monthly membership to this hardcore site is a conservationist's
wet dream cum true and priced at only $29.75.  Multi-month discounts are also offered, but there are no trial options.  But
with 349 100% exclusive videos, and updates every single week for the last 6 years, there's not much use for one now is
there?
  
  Wired Pussy prides itself on member participation.  There's an open forum that can be found on every single update's main
page.  Members post their opinions for others to read and comment on, and many times the site producers also have
something to say.  So if there's a special someone who's pussy you'd like to see blasted with a few thousand volts of sexual
electricity, then you just may get your wish.
  
  The 8/29 update features the cute brunette doll Charlotte Vale getting power fucked into submission by Harmony, one of the
featured lezdom masters that Wired Pussy offers up on a regular basis.  Charlotte is flogged, tied up, and has electrodes
shoved up her ass before Harmony puts on a thick black strap on and fucks her face and pussy in a lesbian grudge fuck that's
hard to watch.  And by hard, I'm talking about your dick!
  
  And better yet, this and the newest Wired Pussy updates are filmed in 1280 x 720 HD.  Smaller resolution WMVs, Real, and
portable formats also are available to download.  With almost 350 scenes that are almost an hour long each, you'd need to be
a member for a year to get through them all, so luckily there is no DRM used by the site.  No full length scenes are able to be
downloaded, but you can instead stream the full length scene in two available resolutions of Real format.  And the oldest
content is only available in Real format.
  
  Wired Pussy also features high resolution photo galleries for every update.  The recent updates are shot in 1200 x 800
resolution with professional editing and composition.  The pain and fear in these submissive slut's faces are wonderfully
captured in galleries that contain several hundred pictures each.  The galleries are broken up according to the electrical device
that is working the whore over at a specific time, but you'll probably want to take advantage of the complete zip downloads
for your favorite scenes.  This is pure electrically powered porn at its finest!

Porn Summary
Wired Pussy takes sexual stimulation to a whole new level. It's not left up to chance, it's actually done with electricity!  

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Some whores get a charge out of electrical play'
Quality: 92  Updates: 91 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 84
Support: 90 Unique: 100    Taste: 92        Final: 92
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Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Anal, BDSM, Bondage, Exclusive, Extreme, Fetish, Hardcore, HD, Lesbian, SexToys, VoD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.75 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 349
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